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Abstract 

 
This study examines the representation of false consciousness in the character of Billy, a new intern of Google Inc. 

in the The Internship film. The importance of this study arises since the object of this research is a film which brings 

the issues about class, reflecting the true condition in real society. The aims of this study are to reveal the portrayal 

of false consciousness and to explore how false consciousness influences the character of Billy McMahon and the 

Google’s working class society in the film. This research used qualitative method, focusing on the narrative and 

non-narrative aspects to analyze the selected scenes. Each aspect is scrutinized further in Marxist point of view, 

especially the false consciousness theory as the framework for the deep analysis on this study. Starting in with hard 

struggle and competition in the middle of anxiety and ignorance about new things to get a job in Google, and finally 

being comfort and proud about it, Billy shows how false consciousness made by the ruling class of Google has 

successfully trapped him into the ruling class ideology. Since America become the context in this film, the idea of 

American dream has been known as one of the ideology in the text as it brings the emergence of false consciousness 

to the characters in the film. From this study, it is known that social class position, condition, and society have 

brought people to the hierarchy of social classes and the creation of false consciousness in American society as it 

is portrayed in the film. 
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Introduction  

Based on the ownership on the means of production, social classes are divided into two: the ‘haves’ 

who control natural, economic, and human resources; and the ‘have nots’ which consists of proletariat—

people who live in substandard condition and always performed as the manual labor (Tyson 54). People 

whose group is working class will spend their life running the bourgeoisie’s interest by selling their labor 

(Roshadi, 2012), while the ruling class will merely determines how the working class should work to set 

that their class will get the most benefits. 

The capitalist have such bigger power in spreading ideology and controlling society rather than those 

who do not own means of production. By holding the economic means of production within society (the 

base), the capitalist engenders and controls human institutions and ideology which called as the 

superstructure (Bressler 193). By it, the capitalist creates such personal insecurities to make people 

compare themselves with others and following the capitalist ideology which they belief as the goodness. 

The subordinate class changes into what capitalist wants as the society where they live in has shaped their 

consciousness (Bressler 192-193).  

In maintaining their economic power on the society, the capitalist make such ideology as a system of 

belief through such cultural conditioning (Tyson 56). They set it as the natural way to make their hidden 

repressive political agendas seems as one’s own desire of each individual-self in society. Through 

hegemony, without any coercion to get spontaneus consent from lower class, the dominant class leads 

them through the cultural leadership with the help of ISA ( Ideology State Apparatus) which propagate 

the ideology to become a universal by getting such of willing compliance (Marshall, 1998). 

False consciousness happens since the capitalist gives power over the rest society. According to 

Parker, false consciousness refers to a so-interpolated way of thinking that represents the oppressive 

ideologies and leads people to act against their own interests (228). Through hegemony, the dominant 
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class put the lower class into alienation (Parker 224), where they live in delusion with lack of awareness 

about what they do and what their society is (Febriyanti 27). 

As people in working class adopt capitalist ideology and believe that they must compete with others, 

skillful and competence labors have the advantages in running business (Roshadi, 23) and create armies 

of petty bourgeoisie that distribute the dominant class power and run bourgeoisie factories (Berger 112). 

Furthemore, as America becomes the context of this study, American Dream which is the ideology of 

the American society has become one of reasons that causing the American working class is easy to be 

trapped in the ruling class ideology. In this case, the capitalist spread the promises that they are all “as 

good as” the wealthiest among them as long as they believe it’s true (Tyson 58). American Dream makes 

people place the importance on individual rather than society (Berger 110), and indoctrinate them that 

financial success is the product of initiative and hard work (Tyson 57). 

The portrayal of false consciousness and the influence of it on the working class society can be found 

in Levy’ The Internship film. Besides telling about the life of working class people, this film also tells 

about competition, adapatation and dedication of both interns and resident workers in one of the biggest 

cyber factory in America named Google.  

In this work, the author would like to explain about Marxist social class issues, especially in the idea 

of false consciousness on the main character of the film, Billy McMahon Billy is part of working class 

who experienced the struggle in finding a new job along with the anxiety and competition, until finally 

find the conveniences to work in Google. The issue of false consciousness is chosen because people in 

real society are still living in the hierarchy which the dominant class put much of their power to control 

the subordinate society to follow their ideology. Hence, the writer is trying to explore what is false 

consciousness and how does it works. Furthermore, the writer also want to increase the reader’s awareness 

on the social class problems in the real society. The Internship film represents the life of workers which 

considered as the subordinate class in the society, especially in America which the writer inteded to find 

the ideology embeded in this study. 

Method 

Qualitative method has been used in this study to explore and understand the meaning of individuals 

or groups ascribe to a social or human problem (Creswell 258). Marxist theoretical lens becomes the 

important part in expanding the issues of false consciousness as the main discussion. The writer applied 

the analysis on both narrative and non-narrative aspects which represented in the film in order to find the 

answer regarding the emergence of false consciousness on the working class. 

The population of this study is all scenes which appear in Levy’s The Internship film. For the samples, 

the writer used purposive sampling to select the object (Berg, 2001) that represents the issue related to 

Marx’s ideas, especially on false consciousness. The selected scenes become the primary data of which 

the narrative and the non-narrative aspects are used as main information. For the secondary data, various 

sources from books, journals, and articles related with the discussion are used to support the analysis. 

 The character of Billy McMahon, become the main focus to be analyzed in this study. Whereas, the 

other characters been analyzed in some parts to help in giving more details and evidences proving the 

social class issues on the portrayal and influence of false consciousness in the representation of this movie. 

In order to get the contextual meaning of the film in this study, the writer chose to analyze the narrative 

and the non-narrative aspects which were interconnected in supporting the writer’s arguments toward the 

issue contained in the study. The theories of social class from Marxist approach are also being used in this 

study in supporting the focus on the main theory and issues on false consciousness. 

Narrative aspects become one of the important factors in explaining and interpreting the film. 

According to Bordwell and Thompson, narrative is a chain of events in cause-effect relationship occurring 

in time and space (75), which the plot and story are needed in creating the unity. Here are the specific 

stages used by the writer in analyzing the data from its narrative aspects : 
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Finding the Representation of Social Class Stucture  

By finding the social class structure, the writer can be greatly assisted in analyzing the begining of the 

emergence of false consciousness in the main character and the working class society in the film based 

on the related theories. 

Finding the Portrayal of False Consciousness. 

In this case, the writer focuses on the selected scenes that portrayed the condition of Billy’s life as a 

worker and the way Google attracted him and the working class society through various ways. One of the 

ways includes internalizing an organizational habit for the sake of working convenience.  

Finding the Influence of False Consciousness 

The writer firstly focuses in the analysis on the portrayal of false consciousness on the entire film and 

relate it to the cause, proces, and depiction. After that, the writer continues the finding on how it influences 

the characters from the scenes which depicts Billy are finally accostumed with new things in Google. The 

findings also circle around the sense of being proud and lucky for being there, coupled with the spirit of 

other interns and the resident workers in the whole of internship program. 

Finding the Ideology of the Text 

According to Gianetti, social needs and aspirations of an individual, group, class, or culture are 

reflected through a body of ideas which are called ideology (412). In finding the ideology implied on the 

text, with the help of Marxist approach, the writer focuses on the context in which America becomes the 

setting in this film as it is really affecting the condition and ideology of working class society as depicted 

in the film. 

According to Vidasari, analysis on the narrative aspects of the film is very important as it contains the 

details. Along with events in the film, it delivers an ideology or meaning that makes the film more alive 

(29). In the context of which the issue of false consciousness becomes the main focus in this film, the 

analysis on the non-narrative aspects such as setting, shots, angles, costumes, lighting, colors, and gestures 

help the writer in finding and showing the meaning beyond the film itself. 

The Portrayal of False Consciouness 

‘The Haves’ and ‘The Have-nots’ 

Based on the ownership on the means of production, social classes are divided into two: the ‘haves’ 

who control the world’s natural, economic, and human resources; and the ‘have nots’ which consists of 

proletariat—people who live in substandard condition and always perform as manual labor (Tyson 54). 

In this movie, Billy McMahon is represented as a worker who was once working as a salesman in a 

watch factory until finally the factory which own by Sammy is closed due to bankruptcy. In this case, 

Sammy as the ruling class who owns the factory, has a big authority in deciding the course of his business 

and the workers. While Billy and his friend, as workers who only have their labor to sell in turn for wages, 

have no choice except to accept what Sammy wants. 

In the conversation about the factory closure, Sammy talked about that at the end of the day they are 

only grinders, foot soldiers. It implicitly reveals how ruling class thinks that workers are only needed to 

run the business. They were born lower than the ruling class as soldier who serves the king and be destined 

to put their labor like the grinder which helps to produce the benefits for the ruling class. Another problem 

is the closure notification on Billy’s house following the job loss, which reflects what Marx has said that 

proletarian is a class of laborers who live only so long as they find work, and who find work only so long 

as their labor increases capital (Evalyn, 2012). 

From the non-narrative aspect, the scenes in which Billy and Sammy talk about the factory closure are 

in medium shot, which, according to Giannetti, is used to shoot exposition scenes, for carrying movement, 

and the dialogue (12). As of costume, Billy and Nick who have the role as workers and placed in stressful 

condition, have more messy-dressed style rather than Sammy who is wearing neat clothes with suits on 

his body. This becomes a proof that style can reveal class, self-image, and even psychological state 

(Giannetti 324).  
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Another depiction about the relationship of social class in this film is shown through two other 

relationships. The first is between the owner of Google and the workers; the second is between the resident 

workers and the interns. In one case, the relationship between the ruling class or the owner of Google and 

the workers does happen as they always push the workers to work harder to run the business and obey it 

as they depends jobs and wages from Google. In another case, the role of resident workers—such as Mr. 

Chetty, head of the internship program, or Lyle, the resident worker who leads Billy’s team—to somehow 

give commands and challenges to be done by the internships, has shown the gap of social class. Although 

both of them come from working class, they have different division of jobs. In this case, the resident 

workers have the authority to control the interns, as they are the part of Petty Bourgeoisie who own small 

property (Lenin 254). They work as the management agents in supervising efficient exploitation of their 

fellow workers, command in the name of capitalist, and give interests in common with the bourgeoisie 

(Marx 332). 

Moreover from the non-narrative aspects, there is a scene that depicts how all interns wear colorful 

hat with a propeller on it like foolish persons. In contrast, there is another scene in which the resident 

workers do not wear any hat on their head. “The propeller hat is a geek cliché, and looked like something 

Hollywood would add to reinforce the nerdy stereotype” (Kim, 2013). It gives different meaning as how 

it is also known as a tool to fly something upward or move forward. It represents a symbol of which the 

interns, that also included as the working class, have such a desire to get better life, higher status in society, 

or higher class by joining the internship program to get the prize of becoming permanent employee in 

Google. 

Base and Superstructure 

Due the massive power owned by ruling class in spreading ideology and controlling society, it holds 

the economic means of production within society (the Base), and controls the human institutions and 

ideology (Superstructure) deciding what beliefs are acceptable, what values to be held and determine the 

acceptable standards of behavior and thought in society (Bressler 193). From it, the ruling class creates 

such personal insecurities that make people finally follow the capitalist ideology as the best there is. The 

society in which they live in also plays a huge part in shaping their consciousness (Bressler 192-193).  

In this film, the condition which reflects how Billy gets frustrated and stressful about his life has shown 

how the dominant class in his society makes such of provisions based on their ideology especially about 

‘getting a job’, and then influence how his society think about the ‘right’ way of living. Through the 

control on the ideology of society, the dominant class creates insecurities in him as he cannot fulfil what 

society wants. Moreover, as society shapes our consciousness, his social and economic condition directly 

influence his mind, and become the reason why Billy is depressed about his life. This case is related to 

how working class people tend to view themselves and be seen by others as stupid, uneducated, 

inarticulate, poor leaders, lacking in ability, lazy, rude, and uncivilized (Athalia, 2014). So, what’s been 

indoctrinate in his mind brings him into the losing of confidence. 

Secondly, the depiction that shows the role of Base and Superstructure in this movie is the condition 

of which Google Inc. working class tries hard to obey the rules which actually been made by the ruling 

class to gain benefit and to avoid the kind of punishment which may emerge from the absence of it. It 

suits with how the ruling class has the sufficient power to control society by holding the economic purse 

string to then engenders and controls the ideology such the rules that should be accepted by the workers. 
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Hegemony and Cultural Conditioning 

 

 

 (00:14:02): The colorful fonts of Google that inspires Billy in finding a new job. 

The capitalist make such an ideology as a belief system through such cultural conditioning to maintain 

their power (Tyson 56). By disguising it as a natural way of seeing the world, people will see it as one’s 

own desire. Peter Barry states that hegemony is a form of social control which internalized as a natural 

thing without any coercion to get spontaneus consent from the lower class, and to lead them into a cultural 

leadership to make the common sense about the ruling class ideology (193). 

In this film, the form of hegemony can be seen through the way Google give many facilities to their 

workers to attract and push them to work their best with the help of artificial happiness in their full day 

of duties. There is a depiction which shown how Billy confidently asks Nick to join an internship interview 

as he know that Google is ranked as the greatest place to work at in America as it gives nap pods, massage 

rooms, volleyball court, and many other facilities to the workers. It represents how Google, which owned 

by the bourgeoisie, has successfully shaped Billy’s consciousness and ideology through strategies. It suits 

with what Bressler states that capitalist maintain their position of power by controlling society’s 

hegemony and thereby creates false consciousness which all the facilities are actually aimed to grab the 

consent of them to think that working there is such a great thing (206). 

In the other hand, the way how Google tries to make the interns comfortable and familiar with the 

things and rules in that place has represent the form of cultural conditioning perfectly. Firstly, by giving 

many facilities, Google makes the workers accustomed with it and finally adopt the wealthy life style—

the bourgeoisie values and beliefs (Bressler 198). Secondly, by giving supervision, regulation and 

habituation to them, the workers will finally adapt with the rules and ideology which were made by the 

ruling class of Google. 

In the case of cultural conditioning, without any coercion, there is the help from the Ideology State 

Apparatus (ISA) in propagating the capitalist ideology to become universal by getting such willing 

compliance (Marshall, 1998). Through the commands and challenges for the workers like solving bugs, 

doing Quiditch sport competition, and making new cyber program, Mr. Chetty, the head of internship 

program, actually becomes the part of ISA which makes the interns get accustomed with the culture in 

Google based on the ruling class ideology. He also gives some seminar class program to make the interns 

know the rules and also talks about ‘Googliness’ that represents the character of Nooglers (the worker of 

Google). In a row with it, Lyle, one of the permanent workers who become Billy’s team manager, is also 

included as part of ISA. He helps in making the rules and challenges which are adopted from ruling class 

ideology become easier and fun, making it possible for Billy and his friends in the team find the passion 

of working in Google like a united family until in the end of this film.  

 The scene on 00:14:02 shows a contrast between the colorful fonts of Google and the dark 

background of the room where Billy sits. The darkness in his room represents the fear, the unknown 

(Giannetti 18), the loss of hope for losing the previous job. While the colorful fonts of Google which 

consist of blue, yellow, red and green mean new spirit, joy, fertility of economic condition, and peace for 

Billy. Red is the color of energy, strength, power, determination, desire, action and ambition. Yellow is 
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the color of joy, happiness, intellect, optimistic and energy. Green is the color of growth, harmony, 

freshness, safety, and fertility which is closely related to money. Blue is the color of depth and stability 

which symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom, confidence, intelligence, faith, truth, peace, and heaven 

(Colorwheelpro.com, 2014). This means that Google seems like offering many hope of better life for 

Billy. Moreover we see that the computer screen reflects his shadow with the face and his eyes staring 

straight on the colorful fonts, means that finally Billy finds a way out for his problem and he put much 

hope on Google. This non-narrative aspect represents that through the hegemony, dominant class uses the 

process of hailing subject to call the rest of society into their ideology and put them into alienation (Parker 

224) where they might live in delusion with the lack of awareness about what they do and what their 

society is (Febriyanti 27). 

The Influence of False Consciousness 

Power domination is the key of the capitalist in bringing the shift which the working class people are 

no longer fighting for their class interests and overthrow the capitalist authority. It was what Marx asserted 

about the clash of the social class and class struggle which aims to seizure each of state power (Bressler 

205-206). It represents the false consciousness which Parker (228) states as a so-interpellated way of 

thinking representing the oppressive ideologies and leading people in working class against their own 

interests. Moreover, Febriyanti (27) states that in false consciousness, they live in delusion with lack of 

awareness about what they do and what their society is. 

Billy’s Alienation in The New Working Place 

The representation of how Billy emboldens himself to get the job in the field which he does not master 

at all as he knows that working in Google is such a great thing, has reflects the form of false consciousness. 

The depiction of him finding a lot of trouble in solving challenges about cyber world, shows that actually 

he is in alienation that brings him into confusion about his working field. It suits with the concept which 

says that the alienated labor workers produce object for sale, not for themselves, and so because of it they 

somehow do not master the things they produce; they think about exchange value (Parker 215). 

American Dream as The Ideology of American Society 

 The film also shows how youths in Billy’s group are getting pessimistic about their life as they live 

in highly competitive America, where people coming out of college cannot even get jobs. It represents 

how they have been shaped by the society where they live and by the ideology of ruling class about hard 

work. As the American Dream spreads the promises that all people can be as successful as the wealthiest 

among them as long as they believe in it and keep struggling hard to achieve it, so the matter about the 

failure of not getting a job becomes a big problem for them. It is the ruling class’ desire which makes 

them believe on the concept of self-made man and woman, which workers who do not have the means of 

production only have themselves to blame for the failure and poverty that they will get (Berger 110-112). 

The Changes of Attitude and Mindset of Workers 

The changes of behavior and the way of thinking of Billy and other interns as they get accustomed 

with the condition and culture in Google perfectly shows that they have walked into false consciousness. 

Billy’s group, which actually fails in many challenges in the first time, is finally able to work together 

and to succeed in finding a new technology for Google. They even find it in the middle of leisure time, 

the ideology of Google ruling class has permeated much in their life. Billy, who once became the laziest 

member in the group, finally finds his passion in learning new things about cyber world as he feels that it 

is his responsibility as an intern to compete with others and work for the company. He also starts to think 

that he is going to build his future in Google as he gets better life after joining. It is actually the capitalist 

system which gives proletariat the chance to get better life by working for them (Nadlar,2014).  

The Competition of Working Class People with Fellow Workers 

The depiction which working class betrays its own interests and competes with the fellow worker has 

been one of the biggest alterations from the effect of false consciousness. By giving the challenges, the 

ruling class makes such kind of competition among the working class. Through cultural conditioning, 
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hegemony, and ideology, the ruling class finally succeeds in changing working class ideology. Berger 

states that in capitalist era, values of individualism, profit, competition, and market become dominant as 

the new bourgeoisie consolidates its class power (105). From it, people in working class betray their own 

class interests to reach the dreams and promises of the better life. 

The Workers as Agents in Spreading Ruling Class Ideology 

 

 (01:42:14): Nick is trying to ask Billy to return to the internship program to finish the last challenge. 

Billy and his group are no longer working as interns that fight to produce something to get a job in 

Google, but also as agents who spread the spirit of ruling class to others. Here the representation that 

shows how Nick is trying to ask Billy to return to the internship program to finish the last challenge while 

he previously gave up on.  The way he motivates Billy shows how he already adopts the notion about 

getting ‘better’ in American Dream which says that people must have belief in getting ahead because 

competition is natural thing. It reflects the survival of the fittest and the belief in rugged individualism in 

getting better not only than what they had before, but also better than what other people have (Tyson 58). 

The scene uses close-up shot which focuses on Nick’s face which tends to elevate the important things 

(Gianneti 13). In this case Nick’s expression becomes important as at that scene he is trying to persuade 

Billy to return to Google. 

In the last challenge, Billy and his group try to convince Sal, the owner of a small pizza restaurant, to 

use Google service in promoting his restaurant using cyber advertisement. Since both Billy and Nick were 

salesmen, they take much of the part in working for that challenge. It is included as the ruling class 

strategies to give a chance to their workers to love their works. How they promote Google service to other 

people shows how they start spreading the ruling class ideology to people who are not working there. 

Through the cyber advertisement program, they also make other people depend on consumerism culture 

which become one of ruling class strategy to make people need their product. 

Happiness for Working under the Command of Ruling Class 

The last is about the happiness for working under the command of ruling class. In the end of this film, 

it is depicted how Google working society are so enthusiastic in welcoming the announcement about the 

winning team instead of feeling depressed for working under the command of ruling class. In this section, 

Billy’s group gladly come back to the office as they succeed in convincing Sal to put advertisement about 

his Pizza restaurant using Google service. They also sing a song which tells about finding passion and 

implicitly shows how working for ruling class, that once became such kind of oppression, now has become 

a beautiful thing for the workers. Since Billy and his group succeed in solving the last challenge and 

adapting Googliness, they finally become the winner who the get the price of becoming resident workers 

in Google. In the end of the story, they are really happy for it, and even seem like finding the biggest 

achievement that will bring the happiness for the rest of their life. 
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 (01:57:30): The depiction of Google office area in the end of film. 

The scene above depicts the closing of this film where the camera takes a long shot and from high 

angle. In this scene, the people are dwarfed into visual insignificance, making them appear unimportant 

and vulnerable (Giannetti 11). For the high angle, the Google building stands on the same level with the 

camera’s eye, over the horizon of the whole picture in the scene. In contrast, all of people there are look 

small, under the camera eye and under the horizon of the whole picture. Moreover from this scene, the 

most visible thing is the Google building, the good-looking environment, and the Google bus which 

portrays how perfect the place of working there with its great garden and facilities for the workers. The 

long shot with high angle in this scene shows that people in the scene, which are mostly Google workers, 

are portrayed as insignificant, unimportant, powerless and trapped. They all become working class which 

depend their life by working on Google, controlled by the ruling class ideology and adopt it, and have no 

choice nor authority but labor to sell to them for the wages. 

Conclusion 

The representation of false consciousness is portrayed within Billy’s life as he finally gets accustomed 

and finds convenience to work in a place which actually new and difficult for him. As a worker, the social 

class which divides society between ruling class and working class has bring him to the struggle in finding 

a job. The depiction which the interns are competing to get the job from ruling class and the resident 

worker giving high dedication to work also repesents the influence of false consciousness. As the ruling 

class has big power in controlling society, it brings the working class to a world controlled by the superior 

class. Through hegemony and cultural conditioning which given in the form facilities, seminar class, 

habituation to solve challenges, and the help from some permanent employees of Google as ISA, Billy 

and his group as the part of internship program are finally become the workhorse who always try the best 

to get what they think as worthy. This shows how false consciousness has sets them up as they start 

adapting the ruling class ideology to work there. It also happens to all the resident workers as they help 

in propagating the ideology of ruling class by helping the interns get accustomed with it. Moreover, the 

condition in which the working class starts to become the agents in spreading the ruling class ideology 

has proven that false consciousness has permeated far inside their mind. 

The result of this study shows that people within subordinate class are still controlled by the ruling 

class as long as they are not aware on the form of domination and as long as the ruling class keeps 

upgrading their strategies by giving hegemony and cultural conditioning to mask their repressive agenda. 

Moreover, the context in which they live, the United States, also brings the differences where the idea of 

living in prosperity in the American Dream has become the ideology and the value of living for them. It 

can be concluded that the social class position, the economic condition, and the society where the people 

live, become the factors that affect the ownership of power to control or being controlled by others. From 

this point, false consciousness can occur and be internalized on the class which has less power and less 

authority in controlling others. 
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